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Steer Smarts is powered by a dedicated team of enthusiasts and engineers that are fueled 
by innovation and backed by over a century long legacy of designing and manufacturing 
components for Detroit’s automotive giants. Every Steer Smarts product is manufactured in 
the USA and is fully tested in-house in our Testing and R&D lab. Steer Smarts is committed 
to revolutionize the OFF-ROAD world with inventions like the “No Drill” top mounted draglink 
and the Griffin attenuator. Our mission is simple, to design products that offer more features 
and better performance than any other competitive products on the market.
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Whatever your setup, we have a drag link solution to fit your needs! From a bottom mount (stock location), to the industry first “no-drill” 
top mount, to a high-steer knuckle drag link, we’ve got you covered. The ends are fully forged with steel on steel bearings, induction 
hardened ball studs, reverse pin “anti-flop”, zerk fittings for joint maintenance, and both e-coated and powdercoated for maximum 
corrosion resistance. The adjuster sleeve is 1-5/8” OD , ¼” wall 4130 Chromoly with multiple length options depending on your application.

DRAG LINKS
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pWhether replacing your stock worn out tie rod or beefing up your current setup for your next wheeling trip, we have a Yeti XD™ tie 

rod solution for you! Our fully forged ends have steel on steel bearings, induction hardened ball studs, reverse pin “anti-flop’, zerk 
fittings to maintain the joints, and both e-coated and powdercoated for maximum corrosion resistance. You have your choice of the 
standard 1-5/8” OD , ¼” wall 4130 Chromoly with e-coat, or, our pro series 1-3/4” T6 7075 with hard coat anodized adjuster sleeves 
in multiple lengths depending on your application.

TIE RODS
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The Yeti XD™ adjustable track bars have been engineered to be the biggest and strongest track bars on the market. The front and rear 
track bars allow you to center the axles on your lifted vehicle and are adjustable while on vehicle.

Track BarS
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pSteer Smarts is the only company in the industry to design and create a product like this. The Griffin HD and Griffin XD are best 

described as an inline filter for your steering wheel to help smooth out the driving experience by absorb the jolt to the pitman arm from 
road abnormalities such as pot holes, train tracks, or expansion joints before they have a chance to hit the steering box.

ATTENUATORS
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We offer a full line 
of accessories to 
compliment your Yeti 
XD™ Tie Rod, Drag Link, 
and Track Bar. We offer 
track bar relocation 
brackets, stabilizer 
relocation brackets, 
damper brackets, 
sector shaft braces, bolt 
upgrades, adapter bolts, 
and much more.

ACCESSORIES
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MNew to the Steer Smarts product line, we wanted to offer the same heavy duty high quality parts to other platforms that could benefit 
from our products. Current options work for 2012 – 2018 Ram 2500 and 3500 trucks. Both the drag links and the track bars are all forged 
ends with on vehicle adjustability to center your steering wheel and axles. Drag links have steel on steel bears, induction hardened 
ball studs, reverse pin “anti-flop”, zerk fittings to maintain the joints, and are dual coated with e-coat and powdercoat for maximum 
corrosion resistance.  Track bars are also dual coated and have a bushing specifically designed for use with the HD Ram Trucks

DRAG LINKS & TRACK BARS
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It was apparent right away that the Bronco platform was in need of some heavier duty steering components. Drawing inspiration from 
our Yeti XD Jeep parts, we took the same approach in designing the tie rod ends for the Ford Bronco. All forged ends that have both e-coat 
and powdercoat for maximum corrosion resistance, steel on steel bearings, induction hardened ball studs that are coated to combat 
corrosion.

TIE RODS
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Designed to work with a stock axle up to a Dana UD80, the Yeti XD™ rear adjustable track bar for the Ford Bronco is built to the same 
beefy standards as the Jeep bars you’ve come to love and trust. All forged ends that are both e-coated and powder coated for maximum 
corrosion resistance, right and left hand threads that allow you to make adjustments and center your axle while the bar is on vehicle, 
and custom durometer bushings spec’d for the bronco.

TRACK BARS
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